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The Sound Behind Water 
 
 
People are always asking, Which house is this? 
They open a door, and my chest sprouts sparrows 
They close a window as an avocado dirts to seed 
They look for the outline of a tree in fog 
It is barely there, behind their water 
Beneath the sky 
Inside the grass 
Is a shape that moves like an eel 
In the marsh of your eyes 
I see myself struggling for sound 
Like a hermit who, even after years of silence, 
Can’t forget his own name 
We are struck to the earth like a bar of scented soap 
An egret who has grown an extra leg 
I move hesitantly, feeling a larger portion of the world 
Weighing less than a ballroom without snow 
I float further into myself 
Like a clock narrowing as it leaves midnight 
Like a thin rug that has taken many years to weave 
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The Book of Dandelions 
 
 

I was an official 
looking document, an 
inconceivable fire stain 
on the ant’s back. 
Lapsong Souchong tea was terror 
and the pine-smoke 
smell reeved through the street. 

 
Then it was as if 
a broken toe. As if 
ropes. As if wind 
in a parrot’s throat. As severe 
pencils forming a fence 
of private stick-figure pain. 

 
There were missing questions. 
Nowhere was it written, 
What is the exponential acumen of scoriae? 
Or, How many lungfish does the moon 
consume in midnight mud? Or, 
Can the plucked Japanese shamisen 
resemble the sound of broiling collops? 

 
The book lay open on my lap 
like a mirror, a razor 
unsure of face or leg, border 
of word-stubble that contained 
the ontological certainty 
of an underwater lamp. 

 
I locked in. Explosion 
of light in my right pupil 
left an enormous flower 
bend through me, its stalk 
a singular clock hand 
in search of its shorter twin. 

 
Nowhere was it said, nudicaulous 
or nugatory. 

 
Dark document of the lame man’s limp, 
tongue bound in leather, stitched 
with goatskin, with 
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(no stanza break) 
 
 
word. Of the official 
ant severed from shame. 
Sluggish fire of caffeine 
dilating the capillaries 
in my lung. To sink your silk 
dandelion self into the lead 
seconds of any given minute— 
seventeen, maybe, or thirty-five, 
or fifty-three? To locate dairy’s horrible moment 
as an onrush of clagged breath? 

 
There are too many hours 
in each spiky leaf. Too many 
shades of words, sharply 
indented milk. 

 
The book lay open 
like a slag, a smear, 
a retraction of one’s past. 

 
Nowhere was it asked, 
Which way to the growing truth? 
How many moons in the golden yellow dead? 
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A History 
 
“All historians die of the same events at least twice.” 
                                          —Thomas Merton 
 
 
Is a history something indefinite 
or a notch above b history? 
Ask the Colorado Avalanche who keep 
losing parts of themselves in the Stanley Cup 
finals. Some man, perhaps a coat seam 
in disguise, cuts wide circles in ice 
for fishing, swears crappie are better fried 
than squid. But with this unrelenting June 
rain, I’m fried, like an apple turnover 
appearing, uninvited, on the set 
of one of those B-Horror Attack 
of the Killer Tomatoes moments 
too costly to be dream. Burnt okra 
or snow-peas as a golden calf? 
First, it’s the Crown Prince of Nepal (who will go 
nameless because of rain), shooting his family 
over the missing or stunted or Maoistly  
fabricated love we all want any entire 
Saturday evening while home alone, 
bleaching a black sock to gray. 
Then, it’s the Snider grad from Fort Wayne 
chasing a lifelong dream with the Reds. I’m 
certain there’s no connection, could never be 
the way I imagined growing up 
as I watched My Friend Flicka and wanted 
nothing more than a day on all fours 
in some lush Montana pasture. If four white socks 
mean a mouthful of alfalfa, so be it. 
Who am I to decry the cost 
of supplements at the Food Co-op, artichoke 
extract especially sooting my pocket? 
Lint of money I give to get my liver 
cleansed? Who am I to imagine kissing 
the cute cashier I don’t yet know but dream 
in grunts, in chimpanzee shuffle 
and auburn braid? She shudders and shouts four 
is her favorite number. I’m relieved she doesn’t 
golf. I’ve heard the cry of every common 
person as confused heads of sunflowers 
sinking into my chest, as if June 
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(no stanza break) 
 
 
rejuvenation seeped its dark ink. 
Ice fishing in Detroit is a long life away? 
A season of crappie disguised as a fluid rib? 
Some bone that floats below lice floes 
in the urgent drone of my hairy heart? 
John writes from DeKalb with news of the strange 
“monkey-man” in New Delhi terrorizing 
not just tourists. Collective hysteria 
claimed a pregnant woman who, sleeping 
on her terrace, was woken by neighbors 
shouting, The monkey has come! The woman 
fell down a staircase, died in hospital. 
To be four foot tall and feared? 
To step out into ceaseless June 
rain without opening my mouth, cocking 
my neck, conjuring my hidden turkey 
self and giving in? Bush blames Clinton’s 
blaming of Bush. I realize the rhyme. 
The way All historians die 
of the same events at least twice. 
Consider how catastrophic a Colorado 
avalanche could be. How a controlled echo 
does more than burn. Moses, how Moses 
could return with tablets at any time. 
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After Ray Gonzalez and I Read our Poetry, Our Friend Bill Tremblay 
Complements Our Reading 
 
 
Moments after we read our poems that evening, Ray heard him say, You’re Neruda’s two 
socks! As if Ray and I were two woolen guard dogs of Pablo’s cold Chilean feet, saliva-
salving his toes with our poems all these years forward from his deathbed in Santiago’s 
Santa María Clinic. But I heard him say, You’re Neruda’s two sons! As if Neruda had 
forsaken the copper miners one afternoon to make love with Matilde Urrutia, his great 
testicles dropping Ray and me among the living, throwing us back out from the copper 
caves of primordial starlight, unto the world. And unto the whirl of the world and the 
world’s work. 
 
That was the same week, of course, that Mary Ann had scribbled Pumpkin Seeds onto the 
grocery list, and I was certain it read Frumkin Seeds, pondering—for at least two days—
why we’d need to locate Gene’s offspring, which was perhaps his writings, in the long 
aisles of dread, just after the coffee filters, stevia, and tea. Captain Crunch and the Quaker 
Oats guy staring at us, mockingly, as we’d stumble shelf to shelf in search of Gene’s 
Dostoevsky and Other Nature Poems. John told me once he’d married his mother, which 
I thought strangely sinful until I realized he’d taken another across river in a canoe, 
ferrying him from the east bank of the Kankakee to the west. No matter which direction 
our words drain away and wander off in search of, it is always true north when they come 
from the compass part of the heart to nest in the mouth. At least I think they nest there, 
though I’m told they go there, really, to rest. Even the radio doesn’t help. Last week I 
heard “Hello Dolly,” convinced Louis Armstrong was saluting Salvador Dalí. Or maybe 
the Dalai Lama. Ray says I should clean the ship out of my ears, but when I go to, no 
boats are present, only the bobbing waves of words left there, anchorless, adrift, though 
my common sense, it seems, must have already left port. Even Bob Dylan doesn’t help. I 
search his words for any answer blowing here to there. Wind within wind. As he keeps 
wailing, The ants are my friends; they’re blowin’ in the wind. And I know their tiny 
exoskeletons must be pointing the way to the most minute grain of Gobi sand, the how of 
my life and why. 
 
So when Bill complimented our reading, I wondered why Neruda—or anyone—could 
possibly talk the galaxy out of two suns for just one phrase of praise. Why Gene’s poems 
were out there, years after his passing, without the right readers, like lonely orphans 
beleaguered by birth. Why Neruda’s “Ode to My Socks” neglected mention of Ray and 
me, or why Pablo’s fortune teller didn’t stir the stars enough with her magnificent scarves 
to forecast decades ahead, beyond his death. How what she might have seen would have 
been the poems of Ray and me one day undressing the iron footsteps of Pinochet—who 
thought he heard things right, banishing all confusion to death squads in soccer 
stadiums—and slipping our wool-warm words, instead, onto the tender skin of Neruda’s 
feet. There, to soothe his toes, freshly torn—as they were—from that soil which seems to 
have sprouted not just his beauty and his blood, but our timbre and our tongues, giving us 
syllabic seeds and a dearth of words we might call birth. 
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You Slice Away All That Is Not Vowel 
 
 
I see your uncovered leg and remember the taste of breaded shrimp 
You don’t look anything like your photo 
Your hair then was full 
I wanted to eat it 
The texture of you and touch 
Your breasts resembled my mouth 
In the moonlight, seaweed seems to multiply like fractures 
There are yogis who have lived hundreds of years on such grass 
And after they leave their ground remains holy 
You can smell them in the wind, the saffron leaves 
Like the children you were before you forgot to sound 
You slice away all that is not vowel 
You reach into me, through my chest 
And know there are no hands 
Only a dissolve the wake of bees 
Can cure that hardness in your salt 
Can come softly as heavy weights or moon-waves at your arms 
As your bones go all the way down to the ground 
Where moonlight becomes the way you hear 
When you lived before 
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It’s Gone 
 
 

For the longest time, as an adult, I couldn’t say, 
de Chirico. It kept coming out, de Chiricoo, reaching 
that strange vowel out, perhaps, toward the melancholy 

 
assurance of the lonely girl’s hoop. 
Nor could I properly say, kielbasa. It poured out 
something like, kala-basa, sounding less 

 
like a southern slurp on the word kill 
and more like the opening letters of my last name. 
My wife, of course, was embarrassed—more for me 

 
because I’d mostly say these things in private. 
Even the custodian at the campus where I teach knew 
something was wrong, though he didn’t know what, 

 
nor for how long, nor why the contents 
of the basket in my office resembled 
renegade squids, gusts of thaw-thick primordial ink. 

 
For the longest time I was incapable of saying, 
Ritual Poetry and the Politics of Death in Early Japan. 
I don’t now how, exactly, it came out—nor why it even needed to be said— 

 
except slantwise through my throat as an irrational fear of sperm 
clouding the water glass, or as an argument with my wife 
over this table setting or that. I tried 
 
unsuccessfully to say the eternal promise 
of everyone’s pineal gland. It didn’t need saying, I learned, 
and matching words to it was like trying to mate 

 
celery and cinder. For the first nine years of my life 
I was tongue-tied, with two frenums fiercing it out 
in my mouth, the outer one 

 
binding those first years of voice 
indelibly into the recesses of my chin. 
Yes, at nine, they finally clipped the outer of the two 

 
(the inner one, exposed, alone, left there to bleed). No, it was not 
my mother who’d noticed it. Nor my father who, by then, had gone away. 
Yes, it’s gone. It’s gone now. I think it’s finally gone. 
 


